SOIL TO BE AS SPEC'D BY ARCH. APPROVED BY BN/HN FILLED SOIL TO TOP OF BED

4" COATED SCREW AT CORNER, TYP.
2"X6 CAP. MATERIAL = TREDX
ON EXTERIOR: 3½" MIN. SCREW, TYP. PATTERN AS SHOWN, MATERIAL = CEDAR
2"X6 EXTERIOR, TYP. STACK 4 HIGH W/O GAPS. MITER AT CORNERS. MATERIAL = CEDAR

END ELEVATION

EXIST. GRADE
APPROX. 23°
2½" A.F. A.H.

CROSS SECTION

RAISED BED PLAN & DETAILS

SECTION

FASTENERS: SEE END ELEV.
4"X4 POST, TYP. MATERIAL = CEDAR
2"X4 LEDGER, TYP. MATERIAL = CEDAR
2"X4 MID-POST, TYP. MATERIAL = CEDAR
2"X4 CROSS BRACE MATERIAL = CEDAR
NONWOVEN FELT AGRI. FABRIC INSTALLED ON INTERIOR PRIOR TO LEDGERS & BRACING. STAPLE 18 GA. 1" LF INTO GRADE, TYP.
ON INTERIOR 3" MIN SCREW, TYP. PATTERN AS SHOWN, MATERIAL = CEDAR

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

SET RAISED BED INTO EXISTING GRADE, TYP. INTO EXIST. CONCRETE